Your guide to the
Technology Benefit

Order at: www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk
or phone for more information: 0330 2000 230
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This Technology scheme is a salary sacrifice benefit provided by
the employer, designed to make it easier for employees to have
access to the latest consumer technology and spread the cost
over 36 months. An agreement is generated showing the full
terms and conditions, which must be signed prior to delivery.
By making this equipment more accessible, such benefits
have been shown to improve computer literacy and IT skills of
employees and their families.
By agreeing to sacrifice or ‘exchange’ some of your pre-tax salary
in return for the Technology package of your choice, you make
savings in National Insurance on the total amount sacrificed.

An illustration of the order process

Through a salary sacrifice arrangement you would normally save
income tax, however as this benefit is taxable, these income
tax savings are recovered in full by HMRC as Benefit-in-kind Tax
(please refer to page four for more information).

6 FAQs

You will own the equipment ordered from day one and there will
be nothing further to pay at the end of the agreement.

5 The order process

Frequently asked questions on the benefit

Who are
Let's Connect?
Let’s Connect is one of the UK’s leading and most wellestablished technology employee benefit providers – offering
the latest in consumer technology. Its team has over 15 years’
experience implementing these specialist benefits, running
schemes for many well-known, household brands and some of
the biggest organisations in the UK.

Please note – if you lose the equipment or it is damaged once
in your possession, salary sacrifice and Benefit-in-kind taxation
arrangements will continue for the 36 months.

You should ensure that you can afford the salary reductions
for the full 36 month period and have read and agree to the
terms and conditions before you order.

Amplify your entertainment with our range of digital audio equipment
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Key features
of the benefit

What happens at the
end of the agreement?

Let’s Connect provides a convenient way to update your consumer
technology and spread the cost with the very best on offer from
major manufacturers such as Apple, Microsoft and Samsung.

At the end of the agreement there is nothing to pay and your salary
reduction will cease.

•

Choose from a range of the latest tablets, laptops and desktop
computers, Smart TVs and games consoles (see the order site
for available options)

•

You can also choose from a great range of useful accessories to
complement your chosen package

•

Convenient fixed reduction to your salary over 36 months

•

No credit checks, upfront costs or deposits

•

Make savings on National Insurance

•

Home delivery included

•

Further information on what’s included can be found at:
www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk

•

You can call the Let’s Connect Helpline throughout the period
of your salary sacrifice arrangement on 0330 2000 230.

How do the
deals compare?

Who owns the
equipment?
Ownership of the equipment is transferred to you on day one.

Eligibility criteria
Staff are NOT eligible to access the scheme if on probation. Staff
on fixed term contracts can take part depending on the duration
of the scheme and how long their fixed contract is.
Please note – if you are a teacher employed by the council your
pension contribution will be reduced as the salary sacrifice
arrangement is regarded as a non-pensionable emolument.
Therefore the net cost of the package will be slightly less than
the advertised figure.Therefore the net cost of the package will
be slightly less than the advertised figure.

When making your comparison it’s important to compare a likefor-like package which contains the technology and any extras
(if applicable) to a loan or personal finance agreement over
the same 36 month term. All of these items can significantly
increase the cost of a standard purchase.

Our range of Tablets, Laptops and Desktop computers offer a better way to study or play
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How does salary sacrifice work?
A salary sacrifice arrangement enables you to make savings on National Insurance at a rate of 12% for basic rate taxpayers and 2% for
higher rate taxpayers (these tax bands are subject to change at the discretion of HM Revenue & Customs).
The cost of this benefit is recovered from your gross pay via a salary sacrifice arrangement.
Through a salary sacrifice arrangement you would normally save income tax, however as this benefit is taxable, these income tax
savings are recovered in full by HMRC as Benefit-in-kind Tax †.
You will be taxed on the value of the equipment at your applicable tax rate. Due to the ownership of the equipment transferring to you
on day one, the full taxable value is reported and paid in year one, with no further Benefit-in-kind Tax paid in years two and three.
The example illustration below demonstrates how your gross (pre-tax) and net (take-home) pay is affected if you participate in the benefit.
Example Technology package transferred on day one
Example Technology package worth £1,000

Year One

Year Two

Year Three

Total

£333.33
(£27.78 monthly)

£333.33
(£27.78 monthly)

£333.33
(£27.78 monthly)

£1,000

-£66.67

-£66.67

-£66.67

-£200

Plus Benefit-in-kind tax adjustment
(offsets Income Tax savings)

+£200

£0

£0

+£200

Less National Insurance savings
(12% basic rate taxpayer)

-£40

-£40

-£40

-£120 (12%)

Reduction to gross pay
Cost to employee
Less Income Tax savings through salary sacrifice
(20% basic rate taxpayer)

Total net cost to employee through scheme

†

£880
(saving £120)

Benefit-in-kind Tax

Processed and paid in full during the first 12 month period
This benefit is considered by HM Revenue & Customs to be a form of income which they
refer to as ‘Benefit-in-kind’. As this benefit is taxable, income tax savings are recovered
in full by HM Revenue & Customs as Benefit-in-kind Tax. Typically, this will be collected
via a single adjustment to your tax code in the next available tax year, with the full
taxable value being processed over one 12 month period. HM Revenue & Customs may
contact you to make alternate arrangements to collect the tax that is due.
All pricing information on the order site includes the full effect of the Benefit-in-kind
adjustment, which is averaged over the 36 months of the scheme, to show the monthly
equivalent net cost to you for the equipment during the agreement period, so you can
review this information before you place an order.
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The net effect of this benefit is that you make National Insurance savings only.
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The order process
1. Choose from the main packages and
add accessories from the range available
Technology and smartphone orders are now “capped” at a
cumulative total of £100 per month. For example:
• If you are already committed to paying £100 or over on
previous items you would not be able to order further items
until one or more of your current items have been repaid
• If you are already committed to paying £60 per month for a
previous item(s) then you would only be able to commit to
a further order of £40 per month until your current item(s)
has been repaid.
If you are currently paying for previous items please check
your payslip before ordering.

2. Place your order online at
www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk
For advice on choosing a package, call the Let’s Connect
Helpline on 0330 2000 230.

3. Sign your electronic salary sacrifice
agreement promptly
Once you have completed your order you must electronically
sign an agreement (by ticking the box provided and agreeing
to the terms and conditions) detailing the Technology you
have selected. You will then be emailed a copy of the signed
agreement confirming the monthly gross salary reduction.

Eat, sleep and live better with our range of Fitness Wearables

Step 1. Choose

4. Your employer will carry out eligibility checks
This is to ensure that all employees meet the eligibility set out
to allow participation in the benefit.

5. Delivery will be arranged with you
All deliveries are subject to approval and stock availability,
and arrangements to deliver your chosen package will only
be confirmed via text message or email once your agreement
has been signed and your order approved. If you have ordered
more than one item, you may not receive delivery of all
items at the same time.

6. The equipment is delivered to your home
on the agreed date
Delivery will be arranged with you for a weekday that’s
convenient and is subject to stock availability. For security
reasons, your employer does not accept personal deliveries
at workplaces, so the equipment needs to be delivered to your
home, or similar residential address i.e. family, friends
as specified by you.

7. Your salary reduction will begin on your next
salary pay date following delivery
This will continue on each following pay date for the
36 month period.

The very latest Smart TVs and Games Consoles available

Step 2. Sign

Step 3. Delivered

Want to know more about how the benefit works?
Turn to the frequently asked questions at the back of this guide, or call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230.
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Frequently asked questions on the benefit
On the benefit

Effects on you

1. What is a salary sacrifice arrangement?

8. Do I have to pay tax on the benefit?

By agreeing to sacrifice or ‘exchange’ some of your pre-tax
salary in return for the Technology package of your choice,
you make savings in National Insurance on the total amount
sacrificed. Through a salary sacrifice arrangement you would
normally save income tax, however as this benefit is taxable,
these income tax savings are recovered in full by HMRC
as Benefit-in-kind Tax (please refer to question eight for
more information). You are required to sign an agreement,
accepting the terms and conditions prior to taking delivery.

2. What are the benefits of a salary sacrifice
arrangement?
As an employee exchanges salary, the employee no longer
pays National Insurance on the amount sacrificed. In addition,
the scheme will allow colleagues to spread the cost of the
equipment over 36 months.

3. How long does the salary sacrifice agreement
period last?
The agreement period is for 36 months.

4. Will this offer be repeated?
Your employer may run other benefits in the future, however
this is not guaranteed.

5. Am I eligible for the benefit?
Staff are NOT eligible to access the scheme if on probation.
Staff on fixed term contracts can take part depending on the
duration of the scheme and how long their fixed contract is.
Please note – if you are a teacher employed by the council
your pension contribution will be reduced as the salary
sacrifice arrangement is regarded as a non-pensionable
emolument. Therefore the net cost of the package will be
slightly less than the advertised figure.

6. What is the maximum allowable limit through
this benefit?
Technology and smartphone orders are now “capped” at a
cumulative total of £100 per month. For example:
• If you are already committed to paying £100 or over on
previous items you would not be able to order further items
until one or more of your current items have been repaid
• If you are already committed to paying £60 per month for
a previous item(s) then you would only be able to commit
to a further order of £40 per month until your current
item(s) has been repaid.
If you are currently paying for previous items please check
your payslip before ordering.

7. Who are Let’s Connect?
Let’s Connect is one of the UK’s leading and most wellestablished technology employee benefit providers – offering
the latest in consumer technology. Its team has over 15 years’
experience implementing these specialist benefits, running
schemes for many well-known, household brands and some
of the biggest organisations in the UK.
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Yes. This benefit is considered by HM Revenue & Customs to
be a form of income which they refer to as ‘Benefit-in-kind’. As
this benefit is taxable, income tax savings are recovered in full
by HM Revenue & Customs as Benefit-in-kind Tax. Typically,
this will be collected via a single adjustment to your tax code
in the next available tax year, with the full taxable value being
processed over one 12 month period. HM Revenue & Customs
may contact you to make alternate arrangements to collect
the tax that is due.
All pricing information on the order site includes the full
effect of the Benefit-in-kind adjustment, which is averaged
over the 36 months of the scheme, to show the monthly
equivalent net cost to you for the equipment during the
agreement period, so you can review this information before
you place an order.
The net effect of this benefit is that you make National
Insurance savings only.

9. Will the tax rules change during the agreement?
It is possible that changes in your salary or in HMRC
regulations and limits could impact on the net cost of the
benefit during the agreement period.

10. Will I get any communication from HMRC during
the period?
Yes, you may get written correspondence from HMRC,
typically to confirm the arrangements to collect the tax that
is due.

11. What happens if I go on unpaid leave?
You will be contacted by your employer regarding the options
pertinent to your particular circumstances.

12. What happens if I leave my employer?
If you leave your employer for any reason including
redundancy or dismissal on any grounds or you decide
to voluntarily take unpaid leave of more than six months
before the end of the 36 month agreement period, you will
be required to pay a termination fee to compensate your
employer for the non-completion of your agreement.
The termination fee you will have to pay will be calculated by
multiplying your agreed monthly reduction in gross pay by the
number of months remaining to be paid at the time you leave
your employer. Once you have paid your termination fee, no
further salary reductions will apply. This amount will be taken
from your final net pay (that is, your pay after tax, National
Insurance and any other deductions have come out) or any
other monies owed to you by your employer.
If there is a shortfall, you will receive written notification from
your employer that you must reimburse them within 28 days
of receipt of the written notification.
If you are aware that your employment is likely to end before
the 36 month life of the agreement you should consider very
carefully whether you wish to participate in the benefit. Further
information can be found on the salary sacrifice agreement.

13. I will be retiring before the end of the 36 month
agreement period, can I still participate?
Yes, however, when you leave you will be required to settle
the balance in the same way as referred to in Question 12.
(continued overleaf)
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14. How does the scheme affect the benefits in my
contract of employment?
Where an employee’s proposed selection would result in their
salary falling below the National Minimum Wage (or Living
Wage if over 25) or the lower earnings limit, the application will
not be approved and the employee will be advised accordingly.
The employee will retain the right to select an alternative, less
expensive package. You should be aware that if you agree to
participate in the scheme, you agree to exchange some of your
salary for 36 months in return for the equipment.
As basic pay is sacrificed, eligibility for state benefits may be
affected, and also sick pay, maternity pay and redundancy pay
could be reduced.
A salary check is made to ensure that colleagues do not drop
below the National Minimum Wage (or Living Wage if over 25),
and if colleagues leave before the 36 months are up, they will
pay a termination fee to pay the gross amount outstanding,
or receive an invoice if there is a shortfall. You should consult
HR/Personnel and/or an independent financial adviser if you
are in any doubt about the financial implications for you.

15. Does this arrangement affect my pension or any
other benefits?
Entering into a salary sacrifice arrangement means that your
gross pay is reduced by the amount which you select for your
chosen equipment. It is important that you are aware that this
may have an effect on the following:
entitlement to Working Tax Credit or Child Tax Credit
entitlement to state pension or other statutory benefits such
as maternity pay, paternity pay or adoption pay
any other benefits which depend either on actual income or
national insurance contributions
More information on the implications of entering into a salary
sacrifice scheme can be found on the HMRC website:
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/specialist/salary_sacrifice.pdf
In addition, if you are a member of the Teachers’ Scheme your
pension contributions will be based on the reduced salary
after salary sacrifice. This may be particularly relevant to you
if you may wish to draw your pension benefits within 3 years
of completing the salary sacrifice arrangement.
It is your responsibility to ensure that you understand the
implications of joining the scheme, either on any potential
future state benefits or your pension entitlement. You should
satisfy yourself that this scheme is appropriate for your
particular personal situation.

16. What happens if I take maternity or sick leave
during the agreement period?

You will continue to have use of the equipment and payments
from your salary will continue unless you enter into an unpaid
leave or SMP/SSP only situation. If you enter a period of
unpaid leave due to sickness absence or maternity during the
period of salary sacrifice, your salary reduction payments will
be suspended by the number of missed monthly reductions
to your pay. If you enter into a statutory maternity pay
only situation your payments will be suspended by the
number of missed monthly reductions to your pay. Once you
recommence paid employment your obligation to allow the
reduction to your monthly gross pay will resume, continuing
until all of the 36 month reductions have been made.

17. What if I am absent from work for any other
reason?

If you are in receipt of your normal salary during your absence
(not in receipt of any statutory benefits such as SMP or SSP),
your salary reductions will continue as per your agreement.

18. Are there any other implications for my salary?

Payments such as overtime or shift payments (which are a
percentage of your normal salary) will continue to be made on
your normal salary before the reduction for the equipment.

19. How much will it cost me?
Please refer to the pricing on the order site, however the cost
to you depends on which package you choose and your own
personal tax situation.
All pricing information on the order site includes the full
effect of the Benefit-in-kind adjustment, which is averaged
over the 36 months of the scheme, to show the monthly
equivalent net cost to you for the equipment during the
agreement period, so you can review this information before
you place an order.
You should ensure that you can afford the salary reductions
for the full 36 months and have read and agree to the terms
and conditions before you order.

20. When do my payments start?
Your salary reduction will begin on your next salary pay date,
or, in the event of any unforeseen delay in delivery, on the
next available salary pay date following delivery, and will be
made on each following pay date for the 36 month period.

21. Can I elect to make a higher salary sacrifice
arrangement amount and shorten the term?
No, the period is fixed at 36 months.

22. Where does my salary sacrifice amount go?
Your salary sacrifice is collected by your employer, who has
arranged for the supply of the equipment on your behalf.

23. What happens at the end of the agreement?
At the end of the agreement there is nothing to pay and your
salary reduction will cease.

24. Who owns the equipment?
Ownership of the equipment is transferred to you on day one.

Order and delivery process
25. By what date do I need to apply?
Please refer to: www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk for details of
the final date for application.

26. What happens once I have placed my order?
Once you have ordered online you will need to sign
an electronic salary sacrifice agreement immediately.
Arrangements to deliver your chosen package will only be
confirmed once your signed agreement is received and your
order approved. We advise you to contact the Let’s Connect
Helpline on 0330 2000 230 to check that your signed form
has been received.

27. When can I expect delivery?
Once your order has been approved you will be contacted via
text message or email regarding delivery. All deliveries are
subject to stock availability. To help the delivery process, you
should place your order as early as possible during the order
window and sign your electronic agreement promptly. Should
you have a query regarding delivery, please call the Let’s
Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230. Delivery of Smart TVs
will be organised separately to other items due to the special
handling requirements.

(continued overleaf)
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28. Can I change my mind once I have signed my
agreement?
No order amendments will be possible once the order window
has closed.
You have a right to cancel the agreement before delivery
has taken place and within 14 days, beginning the day after
you receive the items you have ordered. At this point, your
salary sacrifice and Benefit-in-kind arrangements may have
commenced. If this is the case, any salary reductions will be
reimbursed through the next available payroll run.
If you intend to cancel the agreement within this 14 day period
you should not use the equipment and you should keep it:
(a) in an “as new” condition;
(b) in its complete state including any software and
accessories and the instructions;
(c) with the packaging in which it was originally delivered to
you; and the seal should not be broken on any DVD, CD or
software, except where it has been used for the installation.
You must return the equipment and any accessories yourself
to the address that Let’s Connect give you.

29. Can I have the equipment delivered to my
workplace?
For security reasons, your employer does not accept personal
deliveries at workplaces, so the equipment needs to be
delivered to your home, or similar residential address i.e.
family, friends as specified by you.

Computer, tablet and games
console packages
30. What’s included in the package?
Please refer to the individual product pages on the order site
for specific details on what's included with each package. Some
packages may include additional extras such as insurance or
extended warranty to give you peace of mind for the duration
of the benefit.
Home delivery is included with all packages.
Further information on what’s included can be found on the
order site at www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk

31. Can I change the specification of the packages on
offer and what’s included?
No. All options available to you are shown on the order site.

32. Why should I check the equipment upon receipt
and what do I do if items are damaged or parts
are missing?
We recommend that all equipment is checked thoroughly
for damage (which must be reported to Let’s Connect within
48 hours of receipt of goods) and powered up on receipt, even
if it’s not intended to be used immediately. You should notify
the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230 immediately of
any damaged equipment. Missing items must be reported to
Let's Connect within seven days.

33. What if I damage it?
If the equipment goes missing or is damaged once in your
possession, salary sacrifice and Benefit-in-kind taxation
arrangements will continue for the 36 months. You may wish
to consider that appropriate insurance cover is in place.
Some packages may be covered by worldwide accidental
damage and theft insurance, please refer to the individual

product pages on the order site for more information and
how to claim. If you require help or have any other queries,
please call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230.

34. Can I order Microsoft Office software?
Microsoft Office software is available as an accessory
through this benefit, but does not come as standard on any
of the packages. You can add it as an accessory to any of the
packages. Please note that the version of Microsoft Office
available through this benefit can only be chosen for and
installed on Windows and Apple Mac computers.

35. What if the equipment doesn’t work?
If the equipment fails to work within the first 28 days for
Lenovo and Samsung products, or first 14 days for Apple
products, please call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330
2000 230 who will log the call and provide first line support.
If the product is deemed to be faulty, you will be advised to
contact the manufacturer directly to obtain an official returns
reference number. This will then authorise Let’s Connect
to replace the equipment. If a fault develops outside of this
time and within the warranty period, call the manufacturer’s
warranty line (within the manufacturers’ warranty period).

36. What does the warranty include?
The warranty provided by the manufacturer covers the
package and during the limited warranty period, the repairer
will at its discretion, repair or replace any defective component.
Please check with the individual manufacturers below for
exact terms and conditions. The defective pixel policy on
notebook displays and TFT screens conforms to lSO 1340-6-2
Class II standards.
Manufacturers’ warranty period
Further details about the Apple warranty can be found at:
http://www.apple.com/uk/support
For details regarding the Lenovo warranty go online to:
https://support.lenovo.com/gb/en/warrantylookup/
warrantypolicy
Details about Microsoft warranty can be found at:
https://www.microsoft.com/accessories/en-gb/warranties
For details regarding Sonos warranty, go online to:
http://www.sonos.com/en-gb/legal/terms#return-policy
Further details about the Xbox One warranty can be found at:
http://support.xbox.com/en-GB/browse/xbox-one/
warranties-and-repair
Further details about Sony warranties can be found at:
http://uk.playstation.com/support
Details regarding Nintendo Switch warranty can be found at:
https://www.nintendo.co.uk/Support/Nintendo-Switch/
Warranty/Warranty-1197434.html
Extended warranty period (where applicable)
Some packages may include an extended warranty period,
please refer to the individual product pages on the order site
for more information.

37. What do I do if I need to escalate a warranty issue
with the equipment?
You should call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230
who will take up the query on your behalf, to try and resolve
your issue.

38. Can I just order accessories?
A main package needs to be ordered to participate, and then
you will be able to order accessories at the same time. Please
refer to the order site to view all options available.
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39. Is there a warranty for any accessories I choose?
These are not covered under the extended warranty that
covers some of the main packages provided through the
benefit and individual manufacturer warranty terms and
conditions will apply. If you have any issues with any of the
accessories you have selected, you will need to contact the
manufacturer directly.

40. Do I need a licence to fly a drone?
As of 30th November 2019 you must have two registrations
in place before you fly a drone or model aircraft that’s 250g
to 20kg outdoors:
• Anyone flying a drone or unmanned aircraft (including
model aircraft) weighing between 250g and 20kg will
require a 'flyer ID'. To apply for this you will need to take
and pass an online theory test. The test is free to take and
can be taken as many times as you like. It is renewable
every three years.
•

Anyone that owns or is responsible for a drone or
unmanned aircraft (including model aircraft) weighing
between 250g and 20kg must register to get an 'operator
ID'. The cost for this is £9 renewable annually.

Please note:
• You must be at least 18 years old to get an operator ID.
You must be at least 13 years old to get a flyer ID.
•

It is against the law to fly a drone or model aircraft
without passing the theory test or registering.

Any drones or model aircraft you’re responsible for must be
labelled with your operator ID
•

You do not need to pass the test or register if your drone
or model aircraft is less than 250g, or you’ll only fly
indoors or in a securely netted area. You must however
still follow the rules and regulations when you fly.

For more detailed information and to register your drone/
take the flyer ID theory test, please refer to the Civil Aviation
Authority's drone and model aircraft site at:
https://register-drones.caa.co.uk

41. Why are some packages provided with 36 months
insurance or extended warranty?

arrangements will continue for the 36 months. You may wish
to consider that appropriate insurance cover is in place.

45. Why should I check the TV upon receipt and what
should I do if items are damaged or parts missing?
We recommend that all equipment is checked thoroughly
for damage (which must be reported to Let’s Connect within
48 hours of receipt of goods) and powered up on receipt, even
if it’s not intended to be used immediately. You should notify
the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230 immediately of
any damaged equipment. Missing items must be reported to
Let's Connect within seven days.
Please can we request that before signing for the TV delivery
that you inspect the outside of the packaging. If there is any
sign of damage (even just a small scratch, dent or scuff) please
sign for the parcel as damaged and inspect the contents as
soon as possible. This will ensure that in the unlikely event
that the equipment inside is damaged we will be able to
action a speedy replacement of the product for you.

46. What if the TV stops working?
If the TV stops working during the manufacturers warranty
period you should contact them regarding any issues.
For details regarding Samsung warranty call 0330 726 7864 or
go online to: www.samsung.com/uk/support
For LG warranty call 0344 847 5454 or go online to:
https://www.lg.com/uk/support/warranty
For Toshiba support, call 0333 733 4422 or go online to:
https://toshiba-tv.com/uk-uk/support
Some packages may include an extended warranty period,
please refer to the individual product pages on the order
site for more information. If you require help or have any
other queries, please call the Let’s Connect Helpline on
0330 2000 230.

47. What should I do if I need to escalate a warranty
issue with the Smart TV?
You should call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230
who will take up the query on your behalf, to try and resolve
your issue.

As the agreement is for 36 months, it makes sense to
protect them as much as possible for the full length of
the agreement. That’s why some main packages include
36 months worldwide accidental damage and theft
insurance or an extended warranty period, please refer
to the individual product pages on the order site for more
information on what's includeded. If you have any further
questions regarding the extended warranty or insurance,
please call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230,
who can direct your call accordingly.

Smart TV packages
42. What’s included in the Smart TV package?
Each Smart TV package includes warranty and delivery to your
home. Further information on what’s included can be found
on the order site.

43. Can I change the specification of the Smart TV
packages on offer and what’s included?

Please note – if you lose the equipment or it is damaged once
in your possession, salary sacrifice and Benefit-in-kind taxation
arrangements will continue for the 36 months.

No. All options available to you are shown on the order site.

44. What if I damage the TV?
If the equipment goes missing or is damaged once in your
possession, salary sacrifice and Benefit-in-kind taxation

You should ensure that you can afford the salary reductions
for the full 36 month period and have read and agree to the
terms and conditions before you order.
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Contact Us
For further assistance, please call the Let’s Connect Helpline on 0330 2000 230
(costs the same to call as a normal landline) or email info@lets-connect.com

0330 numbers cost the same to call as a normal landline. Different rates may apply from mobile phones. All information contained within the guide is believed to
be accurate at the time of publishing, and is subject to change without notice. Model shown may be for illustration purposes only and the product could differ from
the images shown. Let’s Connect shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. All trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Please note – any savings generated are determined by HMRC rules and may periodically change.

Order at: www.rctstaffbenefits.co.uk
or phone for more information: 0330 2000 230

